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The Statewide Field Team
at Calhoun Intermediate School District proudly recognizes

our partners in this work:

Eastern UP Intermediate School District
Gogebic Ontonagon Intermediate School District

Muskegon Area Intermediate School District

We are grateful for their willingness to share their expertise with us 
and with the entire state.  Thank you!



Session Outcomes
• Acquire points of application from information in the reading to 

support district leaders and leadership teams with navigating 
change and managing transitions during the continuous 
improvement process

• Identify focused facilitative actions that can be used to support 
district leaders and leadership teams with navigating change and 
managing transitions during the continuous improvement process

• Make connections between engaging in systems work and the 
importance of navigating change and managing transitions



Navigating Change During the 
Continuous Improvement Process



Change is something that happens to people, even if they 
don't agree with it. Transition, on the other hand, is internal: 

it's what happens in people's minds as they go through 
change.

- William Bridges



Connecting Back to Systems…January 2021

Blueprint Framework
The Blueprint Framework support 

districts to assess, adjust, and/or create 
the systems and routines most closely 
aligned to increasing student learning.

MICIP
A series of interdependent and aligned 
processes and people working together 
toward a common goal to bring desired 

results.



Network Group Activity

What changes have occurred in the district(s) you partner with and 
how did you manage those changes? 

What plans have you made thus far to support your district(s) with 
embracing the shift in the MDE’s continuous improvement process 

while also making connections to the work of Blueprint Systems 
implementation?



Network Group Activity - Debrief



Article Read Protocol
• Change Management: Understanding the 

Human Dynamics of Change
https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/change-management-

understanding-human-dynamics-6252

• Read sections “The Challenge of Change” to 
“The Eight Constraints of Change”

Emerald Works. (2021). Bridges’ transition model. Guiding people through 
change. https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/bridges-transition-

model.htm

https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/change-management-understanding-human-dynamics-6252


Article Engagement
• What are some highlights within your 

district(s) when considering the information 
shared in the article? Where might 
opportunities for growth exist?

• What ideas from the article can you use in 
your role to support your district(s) with 
addressing the gaps between their current 
reality and their desired state relative to the 
change process?

• What connections can you draw from the 
reading to Blueprint Implementation and to 
MICIP?



Network Group Activity

• What are some highlights within your district(s) when considering 
the information shared in the article? Where might opportunities 
for growth exist?

• What ideas from the article can you use in your role to support 
your district(s) with addressing the gaps between their current 
reality and their desired state relative to the change process?

• What connections can you draw from the reading to Blueprint 
Implementation and to MICIP?



Network Group Activity - Debrief



Quick Write

What actions might you commit to taking this month as a result of the 
conversation thus far?



Navigating Change: Supporting Leadership 
Teams With Managing Transitions



Genuine beginnings begin within us, even when they are brought to 
our attention by external opportunities.

- William Bridges



https://wmbridges.com/about/what-is-transition/

https://wmbridges.com/about/what-is-transition/


Supporting Districts With Managing Transition: 
3-2-1 Plan of Action

3 
Phases

2
Key Reflections

1
Immediate 
Next Step

Plan of Action



Bridges Transition Model



Phase 1- Endings
Emotions Displayed: Guiding Tips:

Anger Accept resistance

Denial Acknowledge and make sense of emotions

Fear Help others imagine the positive future state

Frustration Listen empathically

Uncertainty Communicate openly about what’s going to 
happen

Bridges, 2017



Phase 1 – Network Reflection

When considering your strength as a district partner, where might 
you provide the greatest support?



Phase 2: Neutral Zone
People Might Experience: Guiding Tips:

Anxiety Communicate acceptance of feeling 
uncertain or unsettled

Low morale and low productivity Set short-term goals and remind the team of 
goals (desired state)

Resentment toward the change 
initiative/actions

Communicate regularly to give feedback on 
performance

Skepticism about the initiative/actions Acknowledge quick wins and provide 
“morale boosters”

Bridges, 2017



Phase 2 - Network Reflection

• When considering your strength as a district partner, where might 
you provide the greatest support?

• What might be some other ways you can help district and building 
leaders transition during the “neutral zone?”



Phase 3: The New Beginning
People Might Experience: Guiding Tips:

High energy Celebrate the desired changed that has 
occurred 

Openness to learning Highlight success stories

Renewed commitment to the district/building 
or their role

Reward the team

Bridges, 2017



Phase 3 - Network Reflection
• When considering your strength as a district partner, where might 

you provide the greatest support?

• What might be some other ways you can help district and building 
leaders transition during the “neutral zone?”

• What might be some other ways you can help district and building 
leaders re-imagine the continuous improvement process?

• Note (2) key reflections.



Navigating Change: The Outer Ring



What?......So What?…Now What?

Thinking about your perceived phase of the district(s) you support, 
what do you see as your (1) immediate next step with supporting 

district and/or building leaders with navigating change by managing 
transitional phases?



Moving From Words to Action…

• Share with colleagues your connections from today’s 
conversation to the needs of the district(s) or building(s) you 
support.

• Share and capture ideas to support you in your work. 



Bottom Line

• Successful organizational 
change and transition requires 
a thoughtful, organized, and 
people-centered approach. 

• How can you partner with your 
district(s) to make successful 
change management a 
reality?



Wrap Up



Calendar Us In!
2020/21 Network Meeting Dates

• January 12, 2021

• March 9, 2021

• May 18, 2021 
(Combined Network Session)



MICIP Resources

https://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_92325---,00.html
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